Abstract-The search for life has two goals essentially: looking for planets with Earth-like conditions (Earth similarity) and looking for the possibility of life in some form (habitability). Determining habitability from exoplanet data requires that determining parameters are collectively considered before coming up with a conclusion as no single factor alone contributes to it. Our proposed models, would serve as an indicator while looking for new habitable worlds, if computed with precision and efficiency. The models are of the type constrained optimization, multivariate, convex but may suffer from curvature violation and premature convergence impacting desired habitability scores. We mitigate the problem by proposing modified Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to tackle constraints and ensuring global optima. In the process, a python library to tackle such problems has been created.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE search for extra-terrestrial life [1] , [2] and potentially habitable extrasolar planets [3] , [4] has been an international venture since Frank Drake's attempt with Project Ozma in the mid-20th century [5] . Cochran, Hatzes, and Hancock [6] confirmed the first exoplanet in 1991. This marked the start of a trend that has lasted 25 years and yielded over 3,700 confirmed exoplanets. There have been attempts to assess the habitability of these planets and to assign a score based on their similarity to Earth. Two such habitability scores are the Cobb-Douglas Habitability (CDH) score [7] , [8] and the Constant Elasticity Earth Similarity Approach (CEESA) score. Estimating these scores involves maximizing a production function while observing a set of constraints on the input variables. Under most paradigms, maximizing a continuous function requires calculating a gradient. This may not always be feasible for non-polynomial functions in high-dimensional search spaces. Further, subjecting the input variables to constraints, as needed by CDH and CEESA, are not always straightforward to represent within the model. This paper details an approach to Constrained Optimization (CO) using the swarm intelligence metaheuristic. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a method for optimizing a continuous function that does away with the need for calculating the gradient. It employs a large number of randomly initialized particles that traverse the search space, eventually converging at a global best solution encountered by at least one particle [9] , [10] .
Particle Swarm Optimization is a distributed method that requires simple mathematical operators and short segments of code, making it a lucrative solution where computational resources are at a premium. Its implementation is highly parallelizable. It scales with the dimensionality of the search space. The standard PSO algorithm does not deal with constraints but, through variations in initializing and updating particles, constraints are straightforward to represent and adhere to, as seen in Section III-B. Poli [11] , [12] carried out extensive surveys on the applications of PSO, reporting uses in Communication Networks, Machine Learning, Design, Combinatorial Optimization and Modeling, among others. This paper demonstrates the applicability of Particle Swarm Optimization in estimating habitability scores, CDHS and CEESA of an exoplanet by maximizing their respective production functions (discussed in Sections II-A and II-B). CDHS considers the planet's Radius, Mass, Escape Velocity and Surface Temperature, while CEESA includes a fifth parameter, the Orbital Eccentricity of the planet. The Exoplanet Catalog hosted by the Planetary Habitability Laboratory, UPR Arecibo records these parameters for each exoplanet in Earth Units [13] . Section V reports the performance of PSO and discusses the distribution of the habitability scores of the exoplanets.
II. HABITABILITY SCORES

A. Cobb-Douglas Habitability Score
Estimating the Cobb-Douglas Habitability (CDH) score [7] requires estimating an interior score (CDHS i ) and a surface score (CDHS s ) by maximizing the following production functions,
where, R, D, V e and T s are density, radius, escape velocity and surface temperature respectively. α, β, γ and δ are the elasticity coefficients subject to 0 < α, β, γ, δ < 1. Equations 1a and 1b are convex under either Constant Returns to Scale (CRS), when α + β = 1 and γ + δ = 1, or Decreasing Returns to Scale (DRS), when α + β < 1 and γ + δ < 1. The final CDH score is the convex combination of the interior and surface scores as given by,
B. Constant Elasticity Earth Similarity Approach Score
The Constant Elasticity Earth Similarity Approach (CEESA) uses the following production function to estimate the habitability score of an exoplanet,
where, E is the fifth parameter denoting Orbital Eccentricity. The value of ρ lies within 0 < ρ ≤ 1. The coefficients r, d, t, v and e lie in (0, 1) and sum to 1,
The value of η is constrained by the scale of production used, 0 < η < 1 under DRS and η = 1 under CRS.
III. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [9] is a biologically inspired metaheuristic for finding the global minima of a function. Traditionally designed for unconstrained inputs, it works by iteratively converging a population of randomly initialized solutions, called particles, toward a globally optimal solution. Each particle in the population keeps track of its current position and the best solution it has encountered, called pbest. Each particle also has an associated velocity used to traverse the search space. The swarm keeps track of the overall best solution, called gbest. Each iteration of the swarm updates the velocity of the particle towards its pbest and the gbest values.
A. PSO for Unconstrained Optimization
Let f (x) be the function to be minimized, where x is a d-dimensional vector. f (x) is also called the fitness function. Algorithm 1 outlines the approach to minimizing f (x) using PSO. A set of particles are randomly initialized with a position and a velocity, where l and u are the lower and upper boundaries of the search space. The position of the particle Input: f (x), the function to minimize. Output: global minimum of f (x). 0: for each particle i ← 1, n do 0:
oldbest ← gbest 0:
for each particle i ← 1 . . . n do 0: corresponds to its associated solution. The algorithm initializes each particle's pbest to its initial position. The pbest position that corresponds to the minimum fitness is selected to be the gbest position of the swarm. Shi and Eberhart [10] discussed the use of inertial weights to regulate velocity to balance the global and local search. Upper and lower bounds limit velocity within ±v max .
On each iteration, the algorithm updates the velocity and position of each particle. For each particle, it picks two random numbers u g , u p from a uniform distribution, U (0, 1) and updates the particle velocity. Here, ω is the inertial weight and λ g , λ p are the global and particle learning rates. If the new position of the particle corresponds to a better fit than its pbest, the algorithm updates pbest to the new position. Once the algorithm has updated all particles, it updates gbest to the new overall best position. A suitable termination criteria for the swarm, under convex optimization, is to terminate when gbest has not changed by the end of an iteration.
B. PSO with Leaders for Constrained Optimization
Although PSO has eliminated the need to estimate the gradient of a function, as seen in Section III-A, it still is not suitable for constrained optimization. The standard PSO algorithm does not ensure that the initial solutions are feasible, and neither does it guarantee that the individual solutions will converge to a feasible global solution. Solving the initialization problem is straightforward, resample each random solution from the uniform distribution until every initial solution is feasible. To solve the convergence problem each particle uses Input: f (x), the function to minimize. Output: global minimum of f (x). 0: for each particle i ← 1, n do 0:
repeat 0:
until p i satisfies all constraints 0:
and p i satisfies all constraints then 0:
end for
gbest ← arg min another particle's pbest value, called lbest, instead of its own to update its velocity. Algorithm 2 describes this process. On each iteration, for each particle, the algorithm first picks two random numbers u g , u p . It then selects a pbest value from all particles in the swarm that is closest to the position of the particle being updated as its lbest. The lbest value substitutes pbest i in the velocity update equation. While updating pbest for the particle, the algorithm checks if the current fit is better than pbest, and performs the update if the current position satisfies all constraints. The algorithm updates gbest as before.
IV. REPRESENTING THE PROBLEM
A Constrained Optimization problem can represented as,
Ray and Liew [14] describe a way to represent nonstrict inequality constraints when optimizing using a particle swarm. Strict inequalities and equality constraints need to be converted to non-strict inequalities before being represented in the problem. Introducing an error threshold converts strict inequalities of the form g k (x) < 0 to non-strict inequalities of the form g k (x) = g k (x) + ≤ 0. A tolerance τ is used to transform equality constraints to a pair of inequalities,
Thus, r equality constraints become 2r inequality constraints, raising the total number of constraints to s = q + 2r. 
A. Representing CDH Score Estimation
Under the aforementioned guidelines, the representation of CDH score estimation under CRS is,
Under DRS the constraints 4c to 4f are replaced with,
(5b)
B. Representing CEESA
The representation of CEESA score estimation (described in Section II-B) under DRS is,
Under CRS there is no need for the parameter η (since η = 1). Thus, the objective function for the problem reduces to,
V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The data set used for estimating the Habitability Scores of exoplanets was the Confirmed Exoplanets Catalog maintained by the Planetary Habitability Laboratory (PHL) [13] . The catalog records observed and modeled parameters for exoplanets confirmed by the Extrasolar Planets Encyclopedia. Table I describes the parameters from the PHL Exoplanets' Catalog (PHL-EC) used for the experiment. Since surface temperature and eccentricity are not recorded in Earth Units, we normalized these values by dividing them with Earth's surface temperature (288 K) and eccentricity (0.017). PHL-EC assumes an Eccentricity of 0 when unavailable. The PHL-EC records empty values for planets whose surface temperature is not known. We chose to drop these records from the experiment.
The implementation resulted in a Python library now available on the Python Packaging Index under the name PSOPy [15] . It can be installed through pip as pip install psopy (also available in the github folder AstrIRG). Our implementation used n = 25 particles to traverse the search space, with learning rates λ g = 0.8 and λ p = 0.2. It used an inertial weight of ω = 0.6 and upper and lower bounds ±1.0. We used an error threshold of = 1 × 10 −6 to convert strict inequalities to non-strict inequalities, and a tolerance of τ = 1 × 10 −7 to transform an equality constraint to a pair of inequalities. Further implementation details are discussed in the Appendix. The plots in Figures 3a and 3b describe the distribution of the CDH scores across exoplanets tested from the PHL-EC. Figures 3c and 3d show the distribution of iterations required to converge to a global maxima. The spike at 0 is caused by particles converging to a gbest that does not shift from the original position (for a more detailed explanation see Appendix A). The plots in Figures 4b and 4b describe the distribution of the CEESA score across the exoplanets, while Figures 4d and 4c show the distribution of iterations to convergence. These graphs aggregate the results of optimizing the Habitability Production Functions (Equations 4, 5, 6 and 7) for each exoplanet in the PHL-EC by the method described in Algorithm 2. Table V and the parameters  of Equation 7 in Table IV . However, since under the CRS constraint, η = 1, there is no need for the parameter η in Table IV . i specifies the number of iterations taken to converge to the maxima.
These tables indicate that although CEESA has 7 parameters and 16 constraints under DRS, PSO takes a little over twice the number of iterations to converge as in each step of the CDH score estimation, which has 2 parameters and 5 constraints. 
VI. CONCLUSION
Particle Swarm Optimization mainly draws its advantages from being easy to implement and highly parallelizable. The algorithms described in Section III use simple operators and straightforward logic. What is especially noticeable is the lack of the need for a gradient, allowing PSO to work in high dimensional search spaces with a large number of constraints, precisely what is needed in a potential Habitability score estimate. Further, particles of the swarm, in most implementations operate independently during each iteration, their updates can occur simultaneously and even asynchronously, yielding much faster execution times than those outlined in Section V. However, since strict inequalities and equality constraints are not exactly represented, the resulting solution may not be as accurate as direct methods. Despite this, using PSO to calculate the habitability scores is beneficial when the number of input parameters are large, which further increases the number of constraints, resulting in a model too infeasible for traditional optimization methods. Determining habitability from exoplanet requires that determining parameters are collectively considered [13] before coming up with a conclusion as no single factor alone contributes to it. Our proposed model would serve as an indicator while looking for new habitable worlds. Eccentricity may have some effect on habitabilty and the models for computation should address that. CDHS doesn't, at least for the Trappist system (otherwise considered a set of potentially habitable exoplanets) since the eccentricities for all memebers of the Trappist system are 0 identically. CDHS, being a product model then will render the habitability score to be 0, not in agreement with observations and overall opinion in the community. This is the reason CESSA is considered in the process of habitability score computation (additive nature of the model). One might wonder why metaheuristic optimization was applied on two different optimization problems. We hope, our clarification would suffice.
However, the functional forms considered to compute the habitability score pose challenges. As we intend to add more parameters (such as eccentricity) to the basic model [13] [7], the functional form tends to suffer from curvature violation [16] [17] . Even though global optima is guaranteed, premature convergence and local oscillations are hard to mitigate. An attempt to address such issues, with moderate success, could be found in [18] . The greatest contribution of the manuscript is to propose an evolutionary algorithm to track dynamic functions of the type that allow for the oscillation that were instead mitigated with SGA in [17] . Consequently, a Pyhton library is integrated with the open source tool suite, an add on for coding enthusiasts to test our method.
APPENDIX A ENSURING CONVERGENCE
Although the termination criteria illustrated in Algorithm 1, | oldbest − gbest | < threshold , is a lucrative solution for unconstrained optimization, it might cause early termination for a constrained problem. This could occur in Algorithm 2 as the particles traverse the search space. Due to the way they are updated, all individual particles could move to infeasible regions. There are no updates made to their corresponding pbests, leading to no change in gbest. Thus, although the swarm has not yet converged to the global optima, it terminates and reports the current gbest as the optima.
To prevent this from happening our implementation maintained a counter that it incremented every time gbest changed by a value less than the threshold. When the counter reached 100, the algorithm terminated and reported the current value of gbest as the global optima. If the value of gbest changed by more than the threshold, it reset the counter to 0. Since the function is convex, and all points are initialized to feasible solutions (thus, ensuring that a feasible gbest has been encountered) there was no need to restrict the total number of possible iterations.
This explains the spike at 0 in Figure 3c . For every exoplanet, the implementation waits a 100 iterations for declaring convergence, thus overstating the total iterations by 100. To adjust for this offset, we subtracted 100 from the total iterations before constructing the histogram plots in Figures 3c, 3d, 4c and 4d. Therefore, although the graphs report iterations to convergence for a significant number of planets, only gbest has not shifted, the particles have actually converged to a common point around a region within the threshold of the global best.
APPENDIX B IMPROVING PERFORMANCE
Most programming languages today have either built-in or external library support for linear algebra routines. The implementation of these libraries are well-tested and efficient, and take advantage of system features such as multiple cores or a general purpose GPU computing device. Taking advantage of these libraries requires representing most entities as either matrices or vectors.
Matrices P and V represent current position and velocity of all particles in the swarm. Let r , r be two random vectors of length n drawn from the uniform distribution U (0, 1) n . We use the shorthand notation of X i to denote the i th row of some matrix X. Let f (X i ) be the fitness function and constraints(X) construct C for solutions X. gbest −P denotes the matrix (gbest −P 1 , gbest −P 2 , . . . , P n ) and • denotes the Hadamard product. The update of each particle in Algorithm 2 is implemented as, 
